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Introduction 
 
Produced in conjunction with the National Library of China, East View’s China Comprehensive 
Gazetteers (CCG) database presents a vast collection of Chinese local gazetteers spanning eight 
centuries 1229-1949. With approximately 7,000 titles (100,000 volumes) presented to date, CCG is 
perhaps the richest single resource available for researching China in multiple aspects, including its 
political history, literature, and religion, as well as the biographies of famous personages, its culture, 
economic development and, of course, its geography and natural history. 
 
Note on full-text titles: A little under half of our CCG collection are titles with both full-image and full-
text. Within titles offered with full-text, there are some gaps in full-text transcription, mainly due to 
original texts in seals and cursive scripts, or within maps and drawings. After checking for this content, 
we have found it impacts a small percentage of the 1.85M total pages provided in both full-image and 
full-text. If the National Library of China were to provide updated full-text files to improve coverage of 
these gaps, East View would of course integrate that into a future update of the database.  
 
To learn more about which titles are available in full-text, go the Search section on page 5 to learn more 
about full-text and full-image searching in CCG. To see a full list of titles available in full-text, please 
refer to our China Comprehensive Gazetteers title list: http://www.eastview.com/Files/CCGTitleList.xls.  
 
Contact online@eastview.com for any specific questions. 
 
 

Accessing the Database 
 
Web address: https://ccg.eastview.com/ 
 
Individuals accessing CCG through an authorized IP network of a subscribed institution can save 
selected titles to reference later with My Bookshelf. This convenient feature is for researchers to keep 
track of titles with their own personalized access to previously selected research materials. 
 
To see if you are accessing CCG through an authorized IP network of a subscribed institution, you will 
see the name of your institution at the top right corner. 
  

 
Go to page 13 to see how to use this feature of the database. 
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Simplified and Traditional Character Comparison  
 
One of the most important advantages of the CCG database is that it supports both simplified and 
traditional Chinese search. Regardless of whether simplified, traditional, or a variant form of Chinese 
characters are input, they all will retrieve the required data.  
 
For example: Entering the simplified character 东 [East] will automatically bring up the traditional 
character 東.  
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Search Tips 
 
The question mark button next to the search field provides guidance on how to search CCG. 
 

 
 

 
 
Search Guide 
 
Finding Full-Image + Full-Text Documents 
Slightly less than half of our CCG collection are titles with both full-image and full-text. To see a full list 
of titles available in full-text, please refer to our China Comprehensive Gazetteers title list: 
http://www.eastview.com/Files/CCGTitleList.xls.  
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Or, in the interface, you can see which titles are in full-image and full-text in the Content Type column. 
Read further on how to search for full-text content in CCG or downloading the full-text content.  

 
 
View the Complete Catalog 
When users leave the search box empty and click the search button, it will lead you to all titles found in 
the database.  
 
Leave this field blank, then choose the Search button (magnifying glass icon).  
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Your result will look like this. 
 

 
 
From here, you may browse Subjects, enter text into the Quick Search field, click on the Advanced 
Search button to simultaneously search more than one keyword, or click on the arrow buttons to sort 
your results.  
 
Quick Search 
With Quick Search, click on the drop-down button to search any one of these fields: Metadata, Full Text, 
Title, Compiler, Volume, Edition, Publishing Location, or Print Type. Within the empty frame, input the 
word you are searching for, and click the Search button.  
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A search in “Full Text” and a search in “Title” provides different results. To clarify, here is an example: 

 
Task 1: If I am looking for all the local gazetteers of Taishun County (泰順/泰顺), I key in 泰順 for a Full 
Text search. The snapshot below shows that if searching “Full Text”, the keyword will be highlighted in 
the Excerpts column.  
 

 
 
In comparison, if the search was in the “Title” field, the keyword will be highlighted in the 
Title/Compiler column. 
 

 
 
Answer to Task 1: Searching in the Title field is more efficient. We can also see that a local gazetteer of 
Taishun County might not be named 泰順縣志 [local gazetteer of Taishun County], so a better choice 
for the keyword would be 泰順/泰顺 [Taishun], rather than 泰順縣/泰顺顺 [Taishun County]. 
 
Since the Quick Search only searches one subject at a time, use the Advanced Search function to 
simultaneously search more than one field. 
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Advanced Search 
With Advanced Search, you can select two or more criteria and search them all at the same time. 
Choose any combination of Text, Compiler, Volume, Edition, Title, Pub. Location, and Print Type. 
 

 
 
Within the search fields, input your keywords, and click the Search button. As with the Quick Search, if 
there is no content entered into the search fields, your search result will show all titles found in CCG. 
 
Building on our example search (Task 1) from the Quick Search section, here is another example: 
Task 2: How can I search more than one keyword at a time? I would like to find a list of ancient bridges 
橋 顺 located in Taishun County. 
 
In the Advanced Search page, key in 顺 [bridge] in the Text box and key in 泰順 [Taishun] in the Title 
box (to narrow down the text scope to local gazetteers of Taishun County, as we have seen in Task 1). 
Click on Search. 
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By doing this, the search results will include all local gazetteers of Taishun County and highlight 泰順 in 
the Title/Compiler column, while at the same time, will include and highlight 橋 in the Excerpts column. 
 

 
  
Answer to Task 2: We could not have gotten these results with Quick Search. Advanced Search works 
well if users have more than one keyword and want to search more than one field at a time.  

 
Book Interface 
 
To view the books in your search results, choose the book you want to read by clicking on the Content 
Type. 
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When clicking on Image or Image + Text (information on next page on copying text), you will be directed 
to the book’s Graphic Interface. Your browser will open a new tab with the graphic interface of this 
content. When this new tab is opened on the browser, the first tab will stay opened on the search 
results screen.  
 

 
 
 
TIP: There is one other way to book’s graphic interface. Click on the Title of the book, then the 
Metadata will open. Click on “Read” on the metadata interface. This will be further explained in the 
“Metadata Interface” section in this User Guide. 
 
Overview of Interface Functions 
Using the tool bar at the top, you can return to the home page, see which page number is shown in the 
current view, toggle pages, zoom in/zoom out to view the content in high-resolution, and print, among 
other tasks. 
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Copying/Pasting Text from Image + Text Content 
When text is shown (when the content is Image + Text, see previous page for example), full 
text/characters may be copied in one click. To copy the text, simply click on the text with your mouse 
cursor to highlight the section, and choose Ctrl C on your keyboard. Ctrl V will allow you to paste the 
text into Word or any similar program.  
 
An image showing Text pasted into Word is shown on the next page.  This will give you the option to 
read, copy, and paste text from CCG content into other documents.  
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Table of Contents 
View the first subfolder icon (“卷之一” [volume 1]) in Figure 5.  
 

 
 
Click the title of each volume, and the graphic panel in the middle of this webpage will show the first 
page of this volume. Use this function to freely navigate to the other volumes in this book. 
 
TIP: If you want to read the previous or the next page of the current content, or go to a certain page in 
this volume, please use the corresponding buttons on top of the webpage. When you click on the Table 
of Contents, it will only go to the first page of each volume, and you will not be able to go back to the 
current content by clicking the Back button on your browser.  
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My Bookshelf 
 
Individuals accessing CCG through an authorized IP network of a subscribed institution can save 
selected titles to reference later with My Bookshelf. This convenient feature is for researchers to keep 
track of titles with their own personalized access to previously selected research materials. 
  
Registration 
If you would like to utilize the My Bookshelf feature in CCG, you will need to access the database from 
your subscribed institution IP network, then, register your personal profile using the Register link in the 
top right corner of the website.  
 

 
 
Simply complete the form and use the username (email) and password you provided to access My 
Bookshelf later.  
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Login 
Once you have registered, click Login at the upper right of the screen and enter your username and 
password to access the “My Bookshelf” feature of CCG.  
 

 
 
You can make changes to your account by going to the links in the upper right after login or choose the 
Log out link to complete your session. 
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To access the My Bookshelf area, you will also need to be accessing CCG through an authorized IP 
network. Please click the Login link and enter email and password that you provided at registration. You 
will be logged in and will see your personal information along with the IP address in the top right 
corner. You will also now see My Bookshelf link in the main menu.  

  
Titles may be added or removed from My Bookshelf. Enter the book catalog interface and select the 
Add button in the Add to My Bookshelf column to add a book title to your bookshelf.  
 

 
 
If you are logged in, you will see a popup that the title has been successfully added to your bookshelf. 

 
 
To view your selected titles, go to the homepage or book catalog interface, click the My Bookshelf 
button, and the saved titles can be viewed.  
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See the full list of selected titles: 

 
 
To remove the item, click Remove at the end of that item’s row.   
 
PLEASE NOTE: Only book titles are saved in the “My Bookshelf”. If you are saving the book so that you 
can refer to a specific page, volume, or image, remember to make a note to yourself of the page 
number or volume. A specific page or image of content cannot be added to “My Bookshelf,” even if you 
add it from the search results page. 
 
Still have questions? For more assistance, please contact us at online@eastview.com.  
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Metadata Interface 
 
To view the metadata of the book, go back to a search and find a title of interest. Go to the 
Title/Compiler column, point at the title itself and click. 
 

 
 

 
 
Click on the Read button to access the book graphic interface of the title. 
 

General Definition of Terms 
 
Referring to the image above, the metadata terms may be defined as follows:  
 
Title/Compiler - This column includes the title of the publication and the responsibility statement. The 
title of the publication often includes an initial reference to a time period in parentheses (reign period 
or Republican period) as well as the number or volumes in the title. The responsibility statement lists 
the individual(s)s or group(s) involved in the production of the publication. This often includes a 
compiler and other individuals in the editorial team.  
 
Excerpts - This column includes an excerpt of the full-text which includes the search term used.  
 
Content Type - The columns reference whether the text is available as an image, or image plus full text. 
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Print Type - The production method of the digitized edition, for example hand-written transcript or 
lithograph. 
 
Edition - This is information on the editions digitized for use in the CCG database. 
 
 

Other Helpful Resources 
 
Some Thoughts on Traditional Chinese Bibliographic Terminology 
http://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1733&context=jeal  
 
Cataloging Guidelines for Creating Chinese Rare Book Records In Machine-Readable Form 
http://www.eastasianlib.org/ctp/webinars/ChineseRareBook/CRBP_guidelines.pdf  
 
 
 
Still have questions? For more assistance, please contact us at online@eastview.com.  
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